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Foreword
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We want to tell stories in a way that resonates with
audiences and creates impact – informing them,
moving them, making them smarter, or entertaining
them. More different types of media are being used
today than at any time in history, but their usage is
highly fragmented and takes place on all kinds of
channels and in all kinds of forms. Accordingly, it is
important that we journalists put the needs of the
audience at the centre of our work. It’s not just a
matter of using lurid content to grab attention: thanks
to direct feedback from users and usage data, we are
now able to produce valuable content for readers that
also meets our standards for quality journalism.
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This manual was created by CH Media’s editorial
product development team and has been extensively
tested. 

CH Media is one of Switzerland’s leading media
companies and is made up of 18 daily newspapers,  
regional news portals and apps, TV and radio  
stations. Extensive hands-on experience, research
and teaching have gone into this manual. 

It is aimed at everyone who is interested in how  
we can continue to create even better journalism.  


Alexandra Stark and Martin Oswald
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What does usercentered storytelling
Journalists

Users

This is relevant!



This is interesting  

mean?

to me now! 
We want our content to reach people who
are interested in what’s going on around
them. To succeed, we have to think not only
about what interests them, but also about
how we can get them to pay attention to us.
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How this manual  
can help you

These nine steps will  
help you reach your goal →

This manual will help you step into your
users’ shoes when planning stories and
coverage.
Step by step, we’ll show you how you can

Intro

→

develop user-oriented ideas,

→

plan stories,

→

execute them, and

→

make sure they’re found and read in the end.
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Before you start

In recent years, there has been considerable

A.

evolution when it comes to the technological

Journalistic ethics and brand promise are  
the starting point for all our work

possibilities of digital storytelling. But our
journalistic work is defined by more than that.

What do we stand for? What professional ethical values

Three comments on this:

do we adhere to? And what is our understanding of
quality journalism? Even if we rarely consider these
questions in daily work, it’s important to remember that
we make a promise to our audience with our brands.
Therefore, we need clear answers to these questions.


Those answers define our orientation – and thus our
approach when it comes to developing content that not
only serves our users, but also fits our brand and meets
our journalistic standards.
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B.

The business model determines the approach

Publishing houses have three different financial models

Of course, there are also mixed forms and variations  

at their disposal as they work in the digital realm:

of these three business models with varying degrees  
of intensity.


→

Reach
In storytelling, for example, clear differences appear.  
Free content is distributed as widely as possible and
monetised by selling advertising.

→

Is a piece of content intended to attract as much
attention and thus reach as many people as possible?  
Or is the quality of the content ultimately intended to

Subscriptions
Users have to pay for content that is behind a paywall.

lead to a subscription purchase?


In one point, however, all approaches come together:
→

Donations

Ultimately, the success of the content always depends

Foundations or wealthy patrons contribute independently
of specific stories or content, but their influence can often
be felt behind the scenes.
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C.

User-oriented journalism takes teamwork

One outstanding characteristic of journalists is their
ability to turn topics into stories. We look at the world
through specific lenses, shaped by the environment in
which we live. If we want to focus on our users,
understanding different perspectives can help – either
by drawing on the experiences of others, by talking
together early on about our stories and possible
implementations, or both.
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The what depends on the
journalistic approach.

The how depends on the
needs of our readers.
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Here’s how you come
up with good topics

1

Here’s how you come
up with good topics

As journalists, we walk through the world with our eyes  
and ears open. We exchange ideas with exciting people  
and get to peek behind the scenes and take part in events.
This gives us important input and impetus for our work.  
Which topics we generate and propose from this preliminary research is strongly influenced by our individual
viewpoint, which in turn is shaped by relevant professional
criteria.

But what do our users and readers think about these
topics? Are they interested in them at all? Here are three
approaches to help you find better topics.

1
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Audience

Put yourself in the reader’s position
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What are the big, long-term, or recurring themes?
Check out these examples of “megatopics.”
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To a large extent, agendas and breaking news
determine what stories a daily newsroom covers.
Neither agenda nor topicality are bad per se,  
but they obscure a central, third source of topics:  
What engages our audience? Readers, after all, are
interested in much more than what is happening
right now and what authorities, companies or
associations want to communicate to people.
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Agenda

Use data and the agenda systematically

Here are some approaches to help find out which
topics our users are particularly interested in:

Here are some examples of helpful data:

→

Analyse how previous stories and formats have performed  
to understand audience preferences

A.

Data-based brainstorming

→

Classify stories by topic to understand which topics perform best

→

Analyse frequently selected search terms, for example with  
Google Trends

Newsrooms have been using data for ages. Often,
however, it is not analysed systematically enough.

→

Analyse similar, earlier stories from the same time period the  
year before

Properly utilised data can tell us a lot about which

→

topics and approaches are of particular interest to

the year before
→

users.

Analyse the best social media posts from the same time period  

Analyse how content performed on your own homepage in the
past, for example with the help of archive.org
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Agenda

B.

Event-driven brainstorming
Of course, keep familiar, tried-and-true  
sources in mind when it comes to coming  
up with ideas for your stories.
Here are some sources that can be useful:

→

Agenda: News, press releases, events,  
invitations, press conferences

→

Feedback and suggestions from users

→

Keeping an eye on the competition

→

New studies and professional publications
Mapping out stories well in advance is a good way to  
avoid letting the news cycle dominate story planning.  
Otherwise, you lose the space to be creative.
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Here’s how you  
find the best hook
and approach

2

Here’s how you  

What makes a topic or story relevant to readers? 


find the best hook
and approach

Relevance is created when we succeed in explaining  
and presenting events so that they touch the lives  
of our users. In this chapter, you’ll learn four ways you  
can make your content more relevant to your audience.

For example

Brexit – the United Kingdom’s exit from the
European Union – remains an abstract, distant
topic for most Europeans. Yet we have written
hundreds of articles about it. How do we manage
to break down its concrete effects on national and
local politics, economy and culture?

2
www.chmedia.ch
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Urgency

Don’t let “newsiness” be  
your only guide

As journalists, we usually focus on what is new and what
interests a large part of the population. In the best case,
these topics are also socially relevant, which gives these
stories an “objective” urgency. 

Many topics and approaches, on the other hand, lack a
newsy hook. Nevertheless, they can still be important for
some people at the moment. We therefore should consider
how we can take advantage of this “subjective” urgency. 


For example, a guide to getting your driver’s licence may
affect many readers, but only once in a lifetime. A story on
the solar eclipse is of interest just before the event.
Information about annual changes in public transport
timetables and tips on preventing the flu help exactly when
they are needed.
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Proximity

Intro

Need

Establish proximity

Understand users’ needs

Proximity is central to people’s identification  

Our users have diverse needs. Which ones  

with a topic. A good, relevant story establishes  

do we want to satisfy? What added value can  

this proximity.

we offer?

Proximity can take different forms:

People want:

→

local / geographical

→

to be informed

→

emotional

→

to learn something new

→

age / generation

→

to get answers

→

gender

→

to understand different arguments

→

urban / rural

→

to be able to take part in a discussion

→

social class

→

to get context

→

political orientation

→

to get an overview

→

career

→

to read a story

→

hobby

→

to dive into a topic

→

socially relevant

→

to solve a problem

→

etc.
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Perspective

Look for the most appropriate
perspective
Whether our audience is interested in a topic also

A.

Individual Perspective

has a lot to do with the perspective from which we
report. For example, stories always become
particularly accessible when we look at economic or
political decisions through the eyes of people who
are directly involved or affected. The following two
perspectives are particularly useful.

Consumer
Citizen
Employee

Resident
Affected
Parent

Unemployed
Business owner
Societal

For example
What do coronavirus restrictions mean for the waitress in the restaurant,
the biology student, the football coach? What changes will the new
curriculum bring for children, teachers, and parents? What does the
municipal merger mean for citizens, for sports clubs, for the local brass
band?
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Perspective

B.

Bird’s eye view

→

from big to small: approach a topic  
from the microscopic level
For example
Climate change is causing a plague of mice that  
devastates farmers’ fields.

→

from small to big: translate a local  
story to the macro level
For example
A local dispute over gender-equal spelling in official  
documents reflects larger societal tensions.
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After we make clear what we’re
telling for whom, we have  
to tackle the execution, in other  
words the how and where.

www.chmedia.ch
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Here’s how you  
find the optimal  
story format

3

Here’s how you  

The questions of how and where used to be easy  

find the optimal  

to answer. If we worked at a broadcaster, there was  

story format

a feature on TV or radio at airtime. If we worked in  
print, the layout and closing time set the parameters.

We could also choose from a repertoire of suitable
journalistic forms that have barely changed with the
passing of time: from news and reportage to interviews
and op-eds.

Because we no longer have to fill fixed broadcast slots  
or newspaper pages in digital formats, new possibilities
are emerging. Now, the maxim “form follows function”
applies – the function determines the form. Sounds
complicated? It’s not, if you follow these two tips.

3
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Format

Determine the appropriate format

In order to best serve users’ needs, it helps to

For example

complete the following sentence when determining

“I want my audience to understand the history of all the monuments
they walk by in our city every day.”

your goals:

This sentence gives us a few indicators:

I want my audience to …

Because we don’t have a length limit online, we also
have to consider how much our users want to know
about the topic. Words like “short”, “detailed”, “the

→

It’s about all monuments.

→

People don’t know which monument is where.

→

Every monument needs historical information.

The ideal format might be a gallery with explanations of  
each monument, or an audio guide that the public can use  
while on a walk.

three most important …” in your stated objective give
an indication of the story’s scope.
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Format

Intro

I want my audience to …

That means:

The best format might be:

…

be informed.

Facts should be the focus.

News and reporting, with structured content 
(bullet points, for example).

…

get answers to their urgent questions.

The answers are the focus. Because not
everyone is interested in the same questions,
the questions at hand should be immediately
recognisable.

Q&A, searchable questions, non-linear
structure.

…

have a voice in the story.

Arguments are at the centre. Here too, not
everyone is interested in the same arguments. 

Pro & con, non-linear structure.

…

get context / understand the background.

Organisation is key. The different aspects  
of the context should be clear.

Structured content (divided up using

…

understand complex connections.

Breaking down complexity should be the  
main task.

Consider an infographic illustrating
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subheads), perhaps an infographic.  

connections, perhaps a timeline. 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Format

Intro

I want my audience to …

That means:

The best format might be:

…

get an introduction to the topic.

A quick overview is the most important.

What’s happened so far.

…

solve a problem.

Going step by step, no purple prose.

Step-by-step directions.

…

read a great story.

Writing as beautifully as possible.

Reportage, profile, etc.

…

search through data themselves.

The information has to be presented  
in a structured way.

Tables, database.

…

have fun.

Find the format with the biggest “fun factor”  
for the content.

A quiz.

…

ask questions.

The most appropriate expert needs  
to be invited.

A live chat.

…

only see what they’re interested in.

Content needs to be filterable according  
to individual user interests.

Personalisation, for example using individual

…

express their opinions.

Offering the best format.

Comment sections, surveys, live chats.
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Format

In this planning phase, it is also worthwhile to give
some thought to the multimedia potential. That can
give you important clues about the effort involved,
but also help choose the right channel or format.

Seeing

Watching

Listening

Reading

It’s helpful to ask four questions: What part of your  
story or content would your audience rather …

→

see? (photos / graphics / illustration)

→

watch? (GIF / video)

→

listen to? (audio)

→

read? (text)

You will find more detailed instructions for  
implementing multimedia approaches in step 5.
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Channel

Choose your channel or channels

Stories need to be published where your target  

Tip 1

audience can reach them best.

Get feedback from colleagues when looking for the right  
angle. Experience shows that even a group of three people can  
bring different perspectives and questions to bear on a topic.  

Normally stories are published on websites and apps,  

In this way, user-oriented content can be further optimised.

but there may be stories that appear exclusively on  
social media.

Tip 2

More time-consuming, but of course even more exciting, is  

Because “form follows function” also applies here,
additional channels can be added along the way.  

exchanging ideas with potential target groups. This kind of user  
research is already established in digital product development,  
but is rare in small-scale storytelling because of the effort involved.

They do not even have to be digital: live events, panel
discussions, or a guided tour on site are all good  
examples.

Tip 3

Share an initial research question on a social network and solicit
feedback before you begin further work.
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Tool to Download
Goal

Planning worksheet

I want my
audience to …

This planning document summarises all  
the steps up to this point. Use this template  
to prepare. It can also be used to present  
your ideas at a planning meeting.

Download

Topic

Megatopic

Context

Proximity

Urgency

Perspective

Needs

Format

Approach

Channel
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Channel
A concrete example:

Goal

I want my  
audience to …

I want my audience to understand the history of all the  
monuments they walk by in our city every day.

Topic

Megatopic

Free time, history, tradition, culture, learning.

Context

Proximity

Geographic, cultural. 

Urgency

When I walk by and want to know what this monument is all about. 

Perspective

A local, a tourist. 

Necessity

Learn something new, get to know your city better, find out fun facts. 

Format

Audio guide with suggested tour accompanied by maps,  
pictures of the monuments, facts, and history. Searchable.

Channel

Online audio guide platform (Izitravel, for example), online article.

Execution
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Here’s how you
decide if it’s worth  
the effort

4

Here’s how you

Newsrooms are often ruled by gut feeling and instinct.

decide if it’s worth

Habit and hierarchy, meanwhile, often decide which

the effort

content is implemented and which is not. But especially  
in times of scarce resources it makes sense to include  
the audience’s perspective and ensure that the topic and
implementation pay off in terms of strategic goals.

Here are two simple considerations that can help you  
align effort and payoff, creating a coherent relationship.

4
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Goal

Determine your goal

What is the goal of your story? Objectives  

→

differ depending on the newsroom.

Expected number of clicks
The content has the long- or short-term potential  
to reach a wide audience.

→

Expected number of subscriptions
The content has the long- or short-term potential  
to generate subscriptions.

→

Avoiding subscription cancellation (churn)
Ensuring a positive perception of your brand through  
choice of topics, journalistic approach, and user-oriented
implementation.

→

Other goals
“Public service”, social responsibility
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Effort

Estimate the work involved

The following questions will help you  
estimate how much work is involved:

Intro

→

How long will it take you?

→

Whose help will you need?

→

What infrastructure do you require?
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Here’s how you make
your multimedia,  
cross-channel stories
happen

5

Here’s how  
you make your
multimedia,  
cross-channel
stories happen

Journalism has never been more diverse. Stories can  
be experienced in different ways and consumed via
different channels.  
However, the focus should be on what actually makes
sense for the user, not just what is technically possible. 

Therefore, choosing the right means of storytelling  
is paramount. And since producing an infographic,  
a video or a community survey takes time, early and
communicative planning is crucial. Our three tips will  
help you do that.

5
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Planning

Start planning early

Once the story and its angle have been defined,  
it’s time for implementation. Forward-looking and
transparent planning avoids wasted effort and
enables synergies. The sooner you get started, the
sooner others have time to support you.

Answering the following questions as  
concretely as possible helps with planning:

Who’s doing

what

by when

for which channel / channels

Our stories become even better when we let  
other creative minds – photographers or graphic
designers, for example – think along with us  
from the beginning. It also helps when you enter
your plans in the editorial management tool early.
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with how much effort

with what infrastructure

and with what support (photo / video, graphics, marketing)?
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Multimedia elements

Make use of multimedia’s potential

To create the best multimedia content, it  

When working with multimedia, it’s important  

helps to think in terms of stories rather than

to remember that just because we can do it  

channels whenever possible.

doesn’t automatically make it useful. We risk
overwhelming our users if we include too many
elements. Less is often more.

Examples

→

If we want to show the best carnival costumes, use photos.

→

If we want to show flooding, a video works best.

Multimedia elements work for our audience under four
conditions, all of which are simultaneously applicable:

→

If we want to show readers the dramatic increase in gas  
prices, a graphic is a great choice.

→

If we want to quote a historic Winston Churchill speech,  

→

They must offer a tangible added value.

→

They must be presented in the proper format.

→

The elements must fit the content.

→

The elements have to be incorporated where they fit into

let’s embed an audio clip.

the story.
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Interactive tool

Multimedia storytelling

What is the story about?

Person

Multimedia storytelling

Is their
appearance
important?

Photo

Event

Is their
background
important?

Timeline

How to ﬁnd a form that
ﬁts the content
Is the
person doing
something?

Video/Audioslideshow

“FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION” OR

HOW TO USE THIS

CHART
There is a form that suits every element of a story
best – no matter if you›re telling your story in print or
online. This flowchart helps you to decide which part
of your story is best presented as te xt, pictures, video
or as a graphic or chart.

Text

Start with the question “What is the story about?”
and answer every question either with “yes” or “no”.
The coloured b oxes indicate the most suitable form
of presentation.

Is a result
visible?

Please

Are there
before / after
pictures?

Is there
movement?

How do you find the right multimedia
implementation for your story?  
MAZ – The Swiss School of Journalism  
has developed a flow chart to help approach  
this question systematically.

note: This chart proposes forms you can use,
but that does not necessarily mean you should use all
of them. Mak e choices based on your story and your
resources. The char t does not tell you what order to
use the forms in. It’s your task to decide how best to
tell your stor y.

Is it a
sequence?

Download this chart:
www.maz .ch/storytelling-tool
Is sound
required?

Setting
(Location)

Video / Audio slideshow

Animated GIF

Is it
well-known?

Are there
interesting
details on site?

Slide-over

Timeline

Photo Galler y

Photo

Text

Overslider: juxtapose.knightlab.com

360° Panorama: lapentor.com
Animated GIF: ezgif.com

Video
Social Video: www.lumen5.com
Editor: www.wevideo.com

Timeline
Is the location
easy to grasp?

Map

Explanation
(How it works)

Map /

Infographic

Is the location
photogenic?

Photo Galler y

Comprehensive: timeline.knightlab.com

Is something
interesting
happening?

360° Panoramic Photo

Maps
Free

360° Video

map: openstreetmap.org

Simple Infographics
Text

Comprehensive: infogram.com
Easy to use: datawrapper.de
Sankey Diagrams: sankeymatic.com/build

Complex Infographics

Is something
moving /
happening?

Is it visually
representable?

Comprehensive: www.piktochart.com
Comprehensive: www.genial.ly
Flowchart: www.gliffy.com

Animation

Download

Easy to use: videos.mysimpleshow.com
Easy to use: www.powtoon.com

Is it visible?

Video / Audio slideshow

Background
(Archival material)

Animation

Complex

Infographic

Do you have
video material?

Do you have
photos?

Is chronology
important?

Are there
contemporary
witnesses?

Text

Do you have
audio?

Is there a
chronological
order?

Do they go with
the photos?

Video

Figures
(Statistics)

Intro

Topic

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Activate

Distribute

Maintain

Timeline

Audio-

Slideshow

Are they
geographically
related?

Is it one
data set?

Is it one
data set?

Does the data
equal 100 %?

Does the data
show a process?

Text

Photo Galler y

Timeline

Audio

Text

Are all data sets
related to one
subject?

Is the data in
chronological
order?

Do data sets
add up to 100 %?

Are data sets
in chronological
order?
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Visualisation

Write or sketch out your story

For multimedia or even cross-media projects,
it is worth visualising the various elements
across all channels. For example, what do my
story elements look like on mobile, social
media, and print media?

Mobile
Mobile

Social
Media
Social
Media

Print
Print
Sixty summers in Alpine pastures

sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

Subhead

Here is where the
mountain is:
Jahrewar

He spent  
60 summers  
in Alpine
pastures – now
it’s time to  
say goodbye

60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

Jahrewar
60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn 60 Jahe om
mer waesr Alp –sdg
gfdgfs Abschied

6sdff0 Jahrewar Sommersdff0 Jahre war Sommer 6sdff0
Jahwar Sommerdff0 Jahre war Sommer 6sdff0 Jahre
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

Fewer mountain
meadows are being
used each year:

Here’s what it looks
like on the mountain:

60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre

6sdff0 Jahrewar Sommer 
ar Sommer 6sdff0 Jahre

Jahrewar
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

The mountaineer
remembers the good
old days:

60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn
Visualization template
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Visualisation

hese considerations will also help you figure  
out which elements work on which channel.  
For example: Will your graphic be easy to read on  
the small screen, as well as in print? Should you  
film your video in portrait format for social media  
or in landscape format for the website?

T

Mobile
Mobile

Social
Media
Social
Media

Print
Print
Sixty summers in Alpine pastures

sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

Subhead

Here is where the
mountain is:

He spent  
60 summers  
in Alpine
pastures – now
it’s time to  
say goodbye

60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

Jahrewar

Jahrewar
60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn 60 Jahe om
mer waesr Alp –sdg
gfdgfs Abschied

6sdff0 Jahrewar Sommersdff0 Jahre war Sommer 6sdff0
Jahwar Sommerdff0 Jahre war Sommer 6sdff0 Jahre
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

Fewer mountain
meadows are being
used each year:

Here’s what it looks
like on the mountain:

Tip

Make sure that during implementation you don’t lose sight of  
the needs of the users you had in mind when you started out.



60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre

6sdff0 Jahrewar Sommer 
ar Sommer 6sdff0 Jahre

Jahrewar
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer 
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer  
6sdff0 Jahre
war Sommer

60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn

The mountaineer
remembers the good
old days:

60 Jahre Sommer war
esr auf der Alp –
sdg jetzsft heisst
esf gfdgfs Abschied
nehn
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Tool to download

Visualisation template

Mobile

Use this template to visualise  
a story over three channels.

Social Media

Print

Download

Visualization template
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Here’s how you
guarantee quality

6

Here’s how you
guarantee quality

Our users expect us to produce journalistically and
technically clean work, typo-free texts, and carefully
selected and implemented multimedia elements. 

Although journalists tend to have independent
streaks, feedback from the team, a proper fact check
and careful proofreading contribute significantly to
journalistic quality.

6
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Feedback

Proofreading

Get feedback

Make sure to proofread

Give the article to at least one person to  

Spelling errors and typos undermine the image of  

read and ask them for detailed feedback.

a high-quality publication. This also applies to social
media posts or video subtitles. If your editorial  
team does not have a proofreader or copy editor  

This helps answer questions like:

Intro

on staff, use at least one spell-check programme
and have someone in the office proofread your story.

→

How does the story come across?

→

Is it understandable?

→

Does it meet its predetermined goal, the user need you originally identified?

→

How are we selling the story? Do the headline and teaser work?

→

Structure: how well do we lead our reader through the piece?

→

Did we put the proper multimedia elements in the right places?

→

Did we get numbers, names, facts and links right?

→

Do the technical elements work properly (links, for example)?

→

Would you read the story if reading it wasn’t part of your job description?

Topic

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Activate

Distribute

M

aintain
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Here’s how you  
“sell” your stories
successfully

7

Here’s how you  
“sell” your stories
successfully

Standing out in the sea of content on the web has  
become one of our most challenging and important tasks:  
If our users can’t find our content, our work is useless.
Serious journalistic content fights for attention alongside
funny videos, games and advertisements. That’s why  
the added value of a story must be clear at a glance.  
The right headline is just one of the factors that go into
“selling” your stories successfully.

7
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Headline

Optimise the headline
The headline, together with the teaser image and  
the flag, is the only way to show users why the
article is important to them. These three elements
must work as a unit.

The demands on the headline are high, and its  
length can vary depending on the channel. In the
best case, our online story has three titles, which  
can be defined accordingly in the CMS: For the web,
for social media, and for SEO.




Intro

Topic

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Activate

Distribute

Maintain

For web articles, it’s worth developing at least  
two headline options, which can be tested against
each other after publication using A/B testing.  
The better headline is then used for the story.
The three most important tips for good headlines:
→
→
→

Use complete sentences with strong verbs
Use important keywords
State what the article is about and what users can expect

www.chmedia.ch
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Headline

These language guidelines apply:

These content guidelines apply:

My headline …

My headline …

→

is as long as necessary and as short as possible

→

is understandable and clear (no metaphors)

→

uses active formulation

→

uses strong verbs

→

gives enough conte

→

is concrete rather than abstract

→

→

is often a whole sentence with no period  

mportant keywords  
(so Google can find the article)
includes i

(no telegram style fragments)

→

addresses user needs

→

prefers verbs to nouns, avoids abbreviations and officialese

→

alerts readers to the article’s added value

→

can, when it really makes sense and doesn’t interfere with readability,

→

doesn t overpro

→

avoids clic

play with language (for example, repetition or alliteration)

Intro

xt

Topic

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Activate

Distribute

Maintain
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mise

k baiting
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Teaser photo

Pick the perfect teaser photo

News portals and social media rely heavily on
visuals. This makes the image that accompanies
your story all the more important. This also applies
to the teaser: It should have a meaningful teaser
image, ideally one connected to the headline.  
The image should be selected and cropped in such  
a way that the content is also recognisable on a
smartphone.

Four teaser photo tips:

Intro

→

people, not buildings

→

concrete, not abstract

→

bold, not small-scale

→

close-up, not too detailed

Topic

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Activate

Distribute

Maintain
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SEO

Craft your content for search engines
A good ranking on Google and the like can help  
your story achieve a wider reach. It is crucial  
to use the most important keywords related to  
the topic in the title and in the SEO title if you  
want your story to be found by search engines.

→
→

Intro

Topic

Think about it: how would you Google the topic of your
story? Those search terms should be in the headline.
The main topic should be as close as possible to the
beginning of the SEO headline.
SEO headlines should be a maximum of 60 characters long.

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Travelling with Fido: Here are some places where your  
four-legged friend is welcome.

Good example

Three tips for the best search results:
→

Bad example

Activate

Distribute

Maintain

Holiday with your dog: 10 pet-friendly hotels in Switzerland
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Here’s how to get
your content in front
of readers

8

Here’s how to get
your content in front
of readers

In the digital world, we can’t rely on readers to  
proactively seek out content on websites or apps.  
Instead, we need to present stories where users  
are already active. 

The following five points will help you plan how  
to distribute your content so readers will find it.


8
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Scheduling and placement

Suggest a time that would work  
best for your story to be published

Good stories appear on websites and apps in the
right place at the right time: the needs of users
change throughout the day, as do their time
constraints.

In cooperation with web editors, work to ensure
optimal placement at the optimal time. In the best
case scenario, the story gets special attention with  
a push message.

Our users’ typical daily schedule:

Intro

Topic

5 – 7 o’clock

7 – 9 o’clock

8 – 17 o’clock

16 – 19 o’clock

19 – 23 o’clock

Waking up

Commuting

Work and lunch break

After work

Evening

Preference:

Overview  
News value

Preference:

Short news items 
What’s important today 
New topics 
Agenda-setting

Preference:

More context  
Updates / news 
Explainers

Preference:

Entertainment  
Distraction 
Updates on the day’s events

Preference:

More context  
Learning more 
A look back 
Added knowledge

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Activate

Distribute

Maintain
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A/B testing

Intro

Topic

Newsletter

Make sure you A/B test

Plug your article in  
a newsletter

First comes gut feeling, then data. Digital tools  
allow us to pit different variations of headline and
teaser image against each other. Randomly-selected
users are shown different versions, and we track
which one gets more clicks. As soon as we have  
a clear result, we make the winning version the title
and image.

Many editorial offices send out a daily or weekly
round-up of their best articles via newsletter,
creating a base of particularly loyal readers. In
addition to simply linking to the article, for big
stories it can be worthwhile to write an editor’s note,
in effect serving the content on a silver platter.

Context

Concept

Evaluate

Execute

Review

Activate

Distribute

Maintain
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Links

Social media

Link to your story from  

Post your content on  

other articles

social media

Does your article add value to a pre-existing story?

Thanks to social networks, we reach users exactly

Then it is worthwhile to link to it. It also helps move

where they are. Whether it’s via Facebook, TikTok or

it up in search engine results. This applies to old

Instagram, social media offers us additional visibility

articles when they have news value again, but of

and reach. That is why it is important to post and

course also for future opportunities. This additional

promote your story on social media platforms.

effort is particularly worthwhile for topics with a long
shelf life, which are more likely to resonate with
There are different options available:

readers.

Intro

Topic

Context
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→

editorial channels

→

the authors’ social media accounts

→

colleagues’ accounts

→

channels belonging to protagonists or relevant institutions
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Social media

When posting content, keep in mind:


Intro

Topic

Link post

Native post

Does the format of the image fit the

User engagement is particularly  

platform’s specifications? After how

high for content that is produced

many letters is the headline cut off?

specifically for the social media

And does the combination of text,

platform and can be consumed  

image and title accompanying the  

directly, without first opening a link.  

post make people want to click on the

In many cases, this content generates

article? Link posts try to lure users

more likes, comments, and is shared

away from the platform and onto your

more frequently. But it does not

own site, which only works if there is

generate visits to our own site, which  

clear added value.



is a big disadvantage. 
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Here’s how you  
give your work a
longer life

9

Here’s how you  
give your work a
longer life

As journalists, we are used to keeping track of a beat  
for a long time. But when a specific story is published,  
we often think the work is done. That’s a mistake:  
Many articles can be kept “alive” with reasonable effort  
and continue to generate traffic or subscriptions over  
time as a result.

Our three tips show you how it’s done.


9
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Step 9: Maintain

As a case study, here is an explanatory article on
vaccinations during the coronavirus pandemic.  
This article has been continuously updated with the  
latest findings and repeatedly placed on the website,  
app and social media.

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

Tue,  
June 1

Intro

Topic

Context

Tue,  
June 8

Concept

Evaluate

Tue,  
June 15

Execute

Review

Tue,  
June 22

Activate

Tue,  
June 29

Distribute

Maintain

Tue,  
July 6

Tue,  
July 13

Tue,  
July 20

Tue,  
July 27

Tue,  
Aug 3

Tue,  
Aug 10

Tue,  
Aug 17

Tue,  
Aug 24
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Dialogue

Make use of community input

Tip
Dialogue with your audience on social media
doesn’t have to only happen after publication.
It can also be useful as a starting point for
research.
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Activate

Distribute
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In the best case scenario, content triggers a reaction
from users. This can happen directly under the
article via comments, for example, but can also
happen via social media or, in some cases, by e-mail.

Monitoring this feedback and responding to it when
necessary is time-consuming. However, such input
always offers the chance to refocus the story.  
What are people concerned about? What do they
want? What are they upset about? Feedback shows
that a topic has struck a chord. And that is precisely
when it makes sense to continue managing the
topic, to bring new aspects into play or to summarise
the feedback in a follow-up article and thus reflect
the whole spectrum of opinion.
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Analysis

Analyse performance

It’s important to regularly evaluate and analyse

As a journalist, these metrics can help me determine  

performance data to determine how well your story

how well my article is performing:

has performed. If your story is a big hit at launch,  

→

How many users have seen, clicked on,  

it’s worth keeping it in the website and app showcase
longer, expanding it, or even returning to it with
follow-up stories.

Reach 
or read my article?

→

Conversion 
How many users hit the paywall and were  
prepared to buy a day pass or subscription  
in order to read it?

→

Engagement  
How much time did users spend using,  
watching or reading my content?

Some media companies combine these metrics into  
what is known as an “article score”. The higher the  
score, the more successful the article.
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Reminder

Give yourself reminders

After publishing your story, set reminders in your
calendar at the time when a relaunch makes sense.
This will increase the long-term value of your article,
and ensure it reaches more users.

For example

→

Run a profile of a politician again after  
her re-election.

→

Travel tips are always a hit at the beginning  
of school breaks.

→

Dark clouds on the horizon? That’s the ideal  
time to push a story about how storms take
shape.
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And now?

Good journalism is journalism that finds its audience.
We want to help you and your editorial team focus
even more on your users and readers with the help of
this guide.

Do you have questions? Ideas on how we can improve
our methods? Or would you like to exchange ideas?
Then reach out to Martin Oswald or Alexandra Stark.
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The  
Authors

Other contributors include:

Sheila Eggmann  

Martin Oswald

Alexandra Stark

Martin is a “change maker ” and can always be

Alexandra is interested in anything that makes

found where change is taking place, where new

journalism better. She loves and enjoys working

formats and products are being developed, and

with people who share this goal.

where journalism is being rethought to fit new
As a journalist, Alexandra first worked in the

digital channels.

Jolanda Riedener  

macroeconomics department of a Swiss

Ruben Schönenberger 

Martin headed the online newsroom at

business weekly and then freelanced as a foreign

Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen (Swiss Radio

correspondent in Moscow. Along the way, she

and TV) and the St. Galler Tagblatt. He has

began to work in multimedia storytelling and

always gravitated towards the frontier where

cross-channel media platforms – and noticed

traditional media products meet the new digital

how much more interesting her work became.

world.
Alexandra works part-time as a storytelling

→

Martin is responsible for CH Media’s editorial

expert at CH Media. She also works as a course

product development and develops user-

director at the MAZ Swiss School of Journalism,

oriented formats and digital work processes with

where she is responsible for multimedia and

an innovation team.

data journalism courses.

martin.oswald@chmedia.ch

→

alexandra.stark@chmedia.ch
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CH Media is one of Switzerland’s leading media
companies, employing around 1,800 people in
German-speaking Switzerland. 

We offer high-quality journalism through our
network of daily and weekly newspapers. 

We have our finger on the pulse of life, report  
from the heart of local communities and regions,
provide guidance and direction, and tell stories  
that move people.
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The English translation of “In 9 Schritten zum
perfekten digitalen Storytelling” is funded  
by the European Journalism Training Association.

The European Journalism Training Association
(EJTA) was established in Brussels in 1990.  
It groups about 80 journalism centres, schools
and universities from more than 30 countries
across Europe.
They work together to improve journalism
education in Europe, enabling members to
collaborate on exchanges and teaching and
research projects, and meet regularly to
exchange ideas and information.
The most important aim of the Association is  
to stimulate European co-operation in journalism
education and mid-career training between  
non-profit training centres, and to develop  
a professional approach towards journalism
training.

→ www.ejta.eu
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